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Lower 
Specification 

Limit

Spec�f�cat�on W�dth

Kurang dar� T�dak leb�h

Upper 
Specification 

Limit

0 jam 2 jam

Paras S�gma =         �         =     �.0  
               �x0.�  
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Spec
Width

Standard
Deviation

Sigma
Level

DPMO %
In Spec

2
2
2
2
2
2

1
0.5
0.33
0.25
0.2
0.17

1
2
3
4
5
6

��.0
��.�0
��.��
��.�0
��.��

��.���

690,000
308,000

66,807
6,210

230
3.4
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Balanced Scorecard (BSC) implementation involves the 
process of:

Linking Strategy Map and the Scorecard.

Linking KRA (Key Result Area) In Strategy Map to 
the corresponding status and performance.

Linking Objective and Target in the scorecard to 
the corresponding status and performance.

Periodical collection of data.

Tabulation of BSC data.

Preparation of BSC graph/chart.

Upload and publish BSC graph/chart periodically.

Review of BSC graph/chart by Generating Unit.

Review of BSC graph/chart by BSC Review Team 
(who are appointed to analyse BSC status and 
performance).

Status of BSC performance could be very easily 
identified by “traffic light” color-coding.

Green   
Performance, which meets the predefined 
target.

Yellow
Performance, which fails to meet targets 
by a small margin.
In process of achieving the target.

Red
Performance, which fails to meet the 
target significantly.
No actions had yet been taken in order to 
achieve the target.

Basic software for reporting of BSC performance 
includes:

Microsoft Excel (for data tabulation, graph/chart).

Microsoft PowerPoint/Word.
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Bil Tarikh Aktiviti Penglibatan 
    
�. � - �� Feb 0� Pemer�ksaan dokumentas� dan  

pembetulan   
Semua pemegang 
dokumen  

    
    

�. �� Feb 0� Ceramah kefahaman MS ISO 
�00�:�000 oleh p�hak perund�ng  

Semua pegawa� dan 
staf LPL (memast�kan 
warga baru d� landasan 
yang betul) 

    
    

�. �� - �� Feb 0� Pembetulan dan  penambahba�kan  
dokumentas� 

Semua pemegang 
dokumen 

    
    

�. � - � Mac 0� Ceramah Kefahaman MS ISO 
�00�:�000 

Semua pegawa� dan 
staf LPL 

    
    

�. � - � Mac 0� Kursus Aud�t Kual�t� Dalaman 
kepada pegawa� dan staf LPL 
yang d�kendal�kan oleh p�hak 
perund�ng  

Pegawa� dan staf  LPL 
serama� �� orang 
(memast�kan kekuatan 
dalaman d�wujudkan) 

    
    

�. �� - �� Mac 0� Ceramah Kefahaman MS ISO 
�00�:�000 

Semua pegawa� dan 
staf LPL 

    
    

�. � - �� Apr 0�  Ceramah Kefahaman MS ISO 
�00�:�000 

Semua warga Markas 
Armada terl�bat 
(memast�kan 
keseluruhan 
organ�sas� menj�wa� 
pengurusan berkual�t�) 

    
    

�. �0 - �� Apr 0� Aud�t Pematuhan oleh p�hak SIRIM 
QAS Internat�onal Sdn Bhd 

Semua pegawa� dan 
staf LPL 
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PERKEMBANGAN PROSES 
PENSIJILAN MS ISO 9001:2000

MSA-BPSA

MTL-BPS

MWL2

UPS TLDM LUMUT

DSA

PASKAL

STATUS DOKUMENTASI 
DAN PERALIHAN

ADEQUACY
AUDIT

COMPLIANCE
AUDIT

PERSIJILAN

KD MALAYA

WISMA SAMUDERA

MSA-BPPA

KD SULTAN ISMAIL

BAHAGIAN LOGISTIK MK TL

DEPOT SENGGARAAN 
KENDERAAN TLDM

MPL TLDM

MARKAS ARMADA

96 HAT LUMUT

PUSTAKMAR

PUSAT HIDROGRAFI NEGARA

KD DUYONG

DEPOT BANTUAN TLDM

DEPOT LOGISTIK WILAYAH 1
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April 2007

April 2008

Disember 2009

April 2009

April 2008 April 2011

April 2012

Disember 2011

Disember 2012

   

   

  
JANUARI �00�
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Balanced Scorecard: A measurement-based strategic management system, originated by 
Robert Kaplan and David Norton, which provides a method of aligning business activities to the 
strategy, and monitoring performance of strategic goals over time.

Benchmarking: The process of comparing one set of measurements of a process, product or 
service to those of another organization. The objective of benchmarking is to set appropriate 
reliability and quality metrics for your company based on metrics for similar processes in other 
companies.
 
Customer: In the private sector, those who pay, or exchange value, for products or services. In 
government, customers consist of (a) the taxpayers; (b) taxpayer representatives in Congress; (c) 
the sponsors of the agency; (d) the managers of an agency program; (e) the recipients of the 
agency's products and services. There may be several more categories of 'customers'; they 
should be carefully segmented for maximum strategic benefit. Compare with primary customer 
and stakeholder .

Effectiveness: (a) Degree to which an activity or initiative is successful in achieving a specified 
goal; (b) degree to which activities of a unit achieve the unit's mission or goal.

Efficiency: (a) Degree of capability or productivity of a process, such as the number of cases 
closed per year; (b) tasks accomplished per unit cost.

Feedback: Information obtained from the results of a process that is used in guiding the way 
that process is done. There should be feedback loops around all important activities. Strategic 
feedback (for each strategic activity) validates effectiveness of the strategy by measuring 
outcomes (long-term). Diagnostic feedback tracks efficiency of internal business processes 
(usually generic across all mission activities). Metrics feedback allows for refining the selection of 
metrics to be measured. Measurement feedback allows for the improvement of measurement 
techniques and frequency.

Impact: Changes in outcomes that can be attributed to a particular project, program or policy, 
in a situation where there may be many other influences on outcomes. Impact evaluation 
attempts to answer the question, "What would the situation have been if the intervention had not  
taken place?"
 
Indicator: A simple metric that is intended to be easy to measure. Its intent is to obtain general 
information about performance trends by means of surveys, telephone interviews, and the like.
Key Performance Indicators (KPI): A short list of metrics that a company's managers have 
identified as the most important variables reflecting mission success or organizational 
performance.
 
Key Success Factors (KSF): The three to five broad areas on which an organization must focus in 
order to achieve its vision. They may be major weaknesses that must be fixed before other goals 
can be achieved. They are not as specific as strategies. Sometimes called strategic themes or 
critical success factors (CSF). (Mark Graham Brown, Winning Score).

Metrics: Often used interchangeably with measurements. However, it is helpful to separate these 
definitions. Metrics are the various parameters or ways of looking at a process that is to be 
measured. Metrics define what is to be measured. Some metrics are specialized, so they can't 
be directly benchmarked or interpreted outside a mission-specific business unit. Other measures 
will be generic, and they can be aggregated across business units, e.g. cycle time, customer 
satisfaction, and financial results.

Non-value-added work: Work activities that add no value to the mission of the organization. Such 
activities may or may not be necessary; necessary ones may include utilities, supplies, travel 
and maintenance; unnecessary ones may include searching for information, duplicating work, 
rework, time not working, etc.

Objective: An aim or intended result of a strategy.

Performance indicator: A particular value or characteristic used to measure output or outcome.






